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Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA): Concepts, Technology, and DesignPrentice Hall, 2005
The foremost "how-to" guide to SOA
 

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is at the heart of a revolutionary computing platform that is being adopted world-wide and has earned the support of every major software provider. In Service-Oriented Architecture: Concepts,...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to eBay (3rd Edition)Que, 2005
On any given day there are more than 7 million items listed for auction at ebay (ebay), the world's largest online trading community. At the end of its last fiscal quarter, ebay had 49.7 million registered users, more than double the number of users just two years previous. It is estimated that $9.3 billion worth of merchandise, in more than 423...
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How to Cheat at Managing Information SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2006
Information security is different from many other disciplines both within mainstream
information technology and other business areas. Even though there are
now many good books on various areas, getting the breadth of knowledge
across the many subareas is still difficult, but it is essential to success.

Unlike so many...
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Java and XMLO'Reilly, 2000
Two hot topics come together in this developer's guide from Brett  McLaughlin, Java and XML. Both Java and XML are cross-platform technologies; by using Java for code and XML for transporting data, you can build truly portable applications. This title is aimed at intermediate to advanced programmers; while XML topics are explained more or...
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Programming Windows Presentation FoundationO'Reilly, 2005
Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) (formerly known by its code name "Avalon") is a brand-new presentation framework for Windows XP and Windows Vista, the next version of the Windows client operating system. For developers, WPF is a cornucopia of new technologies, including a new graphics engine that supports 3-D...
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Posix Programmers GuideO'Reilly, 1991
This guide, intended as an explanation of the POSIX standard and as a reference for the POSIX.1 programming library, helps you write more portable programs. Most UNIX systems today are POSIX compliant because the federal government requires it for its purchases. Even OSF and UI agree on support for POSIX.    Unfortunately, given the manufacturer's...
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Word 2007: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2006
Microsoft Word has grown considerably in power, sophistication and capability over the past decade, but one thing that hasn't changed since the early '90s is its user interface. The simple toolbar in version 2.0 has been packed with so many features since then that few users know where to find them all. Consequently, more and more people are...
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JavaScript: The Good PartsO'Reilly, 2008

	Most programming languages contain good and bad parts, but JavaScript has more than its share of the bad, having been developed and released in a hurry before it could be refined. This authoritative book scrapes away these bad features to reveal a subset of JavaScript that's more reliable, readable, and maintainable than the language as a...
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Leading Dispersed Teams (Center for Creative Leadership)Pfeiffer, 2007
This is a book about leading dispersed teams—teams that are made up of people who don’t work in the same geographical area. Such teams don’t often meet face-to-face. Usually their members are separated by time and distance, and they often bring different cultural views to bear on their work. Solving potential communication...
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Handbook of Mathematical Formulas and Integrals, Fourth EditionAcademic Press, 2008
This book contains a collection of general mathematical results, formulas, and integrals that occur throughout applications of mathematics. Many of the entries are based on the updated fifth edition of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik’s ”Tables of Integrals, Series, and Products,” though during the preparation of the book, results were also...
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A Transition to Abstract Mathematics, Second Edition: Learning Mathematical Thinking and WritingAcademic Press, 2008
This second edition assists engineering and physical science students on fundamental proof techniques and learning to think and write mathematics     

       Constructing concise and correct proofs is one of the most challenging aspects of learning to work with advanced mathematics. Meeting this challenge is a defining moment for those...
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Freedom of Speech: Rights and Liberties under the Law (America's Freedoms)ABC Clio, 2003
An innovative narrative approach combines history, politics, and legal doctrine to explore the origin and evolution of Americans' constitutional right to free speech. The First Amendment's declaration that "Congress shall make no law...abridging the Freedom of Speech" is the keystone of our democracy. However, the meaning of this freedom...
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